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HISTORIES
By former Amakusa City ALT Zachary Johnson

F

rom 2012-2014 I lived as an

English teacher in Amakusa-shi. A beautiful
cluster of islands with a rich and unique history,
it has nevertheless been undergoing population
decline for several decades. One way this change
is represented is in the towns' closed schools and

I

t started from a bored Googling session at

school some time during the winter holidays,
but soon enough became a planned and
budgeted trip. Quickly after that things were

storefronts. While teaching in Kawaura-machi, I
saw two of my elementary schools close. A few
years after returning to the States, the high
school closed as well. As a teacher, I would
wander through the shuttered areas of the
islands, curious about the histories behind them.
In particular, my favorite place to explore was the
fishing town of Ushibuka.

booked and the holiday forms stamped. Next
thing you know, it’s July and 5 of us are on an
airplane bound for Tokyo to climb Mount
Fuji!

Above: Ushibuka
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Left: Sasaki

In November of 2017 I
returned to Ushibuka
eager to use art to
address the urban change
it had experienced. I did
this via the Furusato
Vision Project, a new
initiative of the JET
Program available to
JET
alumni.
In
Ushibuka, I met with
locals and asked them to
write down a cherished
memory they had of
something that no longer
existed. With their
words,
and
the
photographs I took of
them and their chosen
locations, I hoped to cast
a positive light on places
that might otherwise go
ignored. Overall many of
the stories shared a
common theme: human

relationships. People
mentioned a family
farewell, playing with
childhood friends, taking
walks with one's son,
surviving a crisis with
one's neighbors, etc. It
was people's humanity
and their care for each
other that made the
various locations special.
As communities change, I
believe it's those kinds of
values that are important
for people to uphold. I
hope that if people in
Ushibuka and other
changing communities
hold onto their kindness,
concern for each other,
and continue to take joy
in one another, then life
will be brighter for future
generations.

Left and below: Yoshika
Bottom-right: Zachary and Yoshikawa
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“It was people's humanity and their care for each
other that made the various locations special”
This summer I plan to repeat
this project in the Burton
Heights neighborhood of Grand
Rapids, MI, the city I moved to
after returning from JET. There
I hope to learn the stories of
residents who, like those of
Ushibuka, have seen their
community change over the
decades. Against a backdrop of
migration, immigration, and a
stagnant economy (Grand
Rapids ranked third nationally
for rising income inequality in
2017), I'm eager to hear the
memories of bygone places in
this changing neighborhood.
Above: Umada

You can view the Hidden Histories
Project website at https://
www.zacharytrebellas.com/newindex/

Left: Downtown Ushibuka
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Clockwise from left: Sakura next to the Shirakawa River, sakura
near Kumamoto Castle, sakura in Aso, chihara zakura next to the
Kato Kiyomasa statue
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By Paige Hughes

I

grew up playing soccer since I was 5, but I never considered what I could do with soccer

beyond just kicking around a ball. My competitive soccer career ended by the time I went to university,
but my love for it led me to continue to play recreationally and find it everywhere I went.
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Above: Soccer group

Coming to Kumamoto, I found
for teachers in early March. It
the first day, and they were
a group of people to play with
sounded like a lot of fun, but
pretty nervous before the first
on Sundays (thanks Tiago!) and
then I realized that the men and
game. We were to play against
then I was asked to come play
women were split up into
a 支援学校 (shiengakko, or
with my high school’s soccer
separate teams, so that meant I
special needs school) team,
club, which consists of all boys
had to play with just women.
which consisted of more
except one girl. My motivation
Playing recreationally for
athletic women, but I thought it
to keep going to the club
years, I’ve gotten used to being
would it would be challenging
practices is primarily to give
the only girl on a team of guys,
in a fun way. We got scored on
my one female student support
so I was pretty disappointed
pretty quickly, which is not
in a very male-dominated sport,
when I found out that I was
surprising since that was the
and to have the boys get used
going to play with the girls.
first time we were all playing
to girls playing soccer with
After going to some of the
together. However, before the
them. I look
end of the
up to her
first
half,
“...before the end of the first half, we were able to score and
greatly for
we
were
tie the game, which was when I felt everyone’s spirits rise and
c on ti n ui ng
able
to
to show up
their confidence grow stronger”
score and
to practices
tie
the
regardless of
game ,
the lack of acknowledgment
teacher practices, the women
which was when I felt
from most of the boys. She
teachers didn’t seem like they
everyone’s spirits rise and their
works hard every single day
were that into soccer and I
confidence grow stronger. We
and I hope that she can
thought that it would be kind of
ended up winning the first
continue to pursue her dreams
boring. However, it was
game 3 to 1 and everyone on
of becoming just like her
actually a blessing in disguise.
my team was so happy.
favorite woman soccer player.
The tournament consists of 2
Our next game was a bit of a
After I started to occasionally
days with 2 games on the first
breeze, with us winning 4 to 0.
go to practices, some of the
day and then up to 2 games on
The women were so shocked
teachers invited me to play in
the second day if you win your
and excited that we were
the Kumamoto high school
games on the first day. The
moving on to the next day.
prefectural soccer tournament
women were used to losing on
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They continued to say how
fun it was to be able to win
and score and one teacher
even said that out of her 6
years of playing in the
tournament, this was the first
time she had been able to
make it to the matches on the
next day.
We were all tired and sore the
next morning, but were ready
to do our best to make it to the
championship.
The
competition was definitely a
lot stronger, but we won our
first game 1 to 0 just making it
to the last championship
match. The team we were
facing in the championship
w a s
a
農 業 学 校
(nougyougakko, agricultural
school) team, who had won
last year’s tournament.
Looking at the difference
between the teams, us, barely
scrounging up enough players
to fit on the field, and them, a
team double the size of ours,
we obviously were the
underdogs in this situation.
The game ended up in a tie,
forcing us to take penalty
kicks (PK), which is something
I have always struggled with.
We ended up missing all three

and the other team was able to
make one, ending the
tournament with us placing
second. But I will never forget
when I missed my PK, all of
the women came running to
me, hugging me, and just
saying thank you repeatedly
for helping them get as far as
we did. It was such a warm
moment of sadness mixed with
appreciation for all the hard
work we had put in to make it
to the final match. What
started off as a group of
women who were too timid to
run after the ball, turned into a
group of stronger women who
worked together to represent
themselves when expected to
lose. It was so wonderful to
hear them all saying, 「来年、
優勝できる！」, looking
forward to the next year when
we could try to take home the
first prize trophy.
The Kyoto-sensei wanted me
to accept the trophy at my
school’s closing ceremony at
the end of March, so all of the
students were able to hear
about the results of the
tournament.

Above: Ceremony, Sasaki Trophy
Below: Soccer ceremony
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While I think they thought it was quite
entertaining to see me up on stage, I
hope that it was a subtle way of
continuing to build confidence for girls
to do their best in whatever they want
and to not be afraid of pushing past the
boundaries of what they think they are
capable of. These women and I were
ultimately able to give each other the
confidence we all needed, with me
giving them the confidence on the field
and them giving me the confidence to
grow in an area where I can’t help but
often feel like an outsider. I never knew
that one day my soccer skills would
ever be used in this context, but they
have created a moment that I can
cherish with these women forever.
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Clockwise from above: Seaside wisteria,
Itsuwa (Amakusa), man versus sea (Reihoku),
plum blossoms in Shimabara,
up the 3,333 steps (Misato Town)
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Clockwise from above

Stones and sea (Reihoku),
waves on stones (Reihoku),
boat on the Ariake Sea,
feeding the gulls (Ariake
Sea)
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Digging Bamboo Shoots in Kumamoto
By Olivia Saputra
Digging bamboo shoots can be a spring activity
for anyone who needs some exercise outdoors and
wants to improve their digging skills. Have you
ever tried doing it?
Bamboo shoots can be a delicacy
once you master how to handle
it in cooking. They taste so good
in Japanese mixed rice (たきこみ
ご飯) and green curry. You can
also boil them and dip them in
homemade miso sauce.

People who do not intend to
grow wild bamboo in their
backyard get headaches getting
rid of them, while others who
use this experience for leisure or
as well-spent time with their
loved ones might find this
activity rewarding.
This was my second experience
digging bamboo shoots in
Kumamoto. I have seen my
friends with their families doing this activity every
spring, so I checked around to find a place that let
me do this as an outdoor activity with my family.
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If you try searching online タケノコ狩り 熊本
(Takenoko Gari Kumamoto) you might find farms
that allow you to dig some bamboo shoots with
supervision and guidance. You will need to pay a
fee for the service, though. It's
not too expensive but most
farms are not so easily accessible
by public transportation. I did it
once at a farm on Mount Kimpo.
But if you know someone who
has a large backyard invaded by
wild bamboo, they might be
more than happy to have help
getting rid of the shoots. You
will need to gather some digging
equipment.
Or, if you just don't want to
bother, most supermarkets sell
fresh bamboo shoots once they
are in season.
Written by Olivia Saputra, not a present JET, and
currently teaching English part-time at YMCA
Kumamoto.
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Clockwise from left: A date
with spring, hanami at
Mizukami Dam, nanohana by
the Kumagawa, pod of
bottlenose dolphins at
Amakusa, dolphin watching at
Amakusa
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Clockwise from above:
Sakura illumination at Fukuoka castle, bee harvesting pollen at
Hitoyoshi Baien, sakura at Asagiri BOE, sakura matsuri at
Mizukami, night sakura at Fukuoka Castle
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FUN

WITH

SUMO
By Greg Corbett

I

f you’ve ever thought that sumo is

just a couple of very large men dressed like giant
babies trying to push each other out of a ring,
well, that’s probably a pretty accurate description.
But sumo is also the national sport of Japan and
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provides a quintessentially traditional Japanese
experience, so with the Kyushu Basho tournament
being held just a few short months away in
November, I thought I’d put together a brief guide
for the sumo uninitiated. So tie your hair in a topknot, put on your best mawashi and get ready to
grapple with these 20 tons-of-fun sumo facts.

15

1. What and when is ‘Kyushu
Basho’?

doesn’t wear that rope during
bouts is because it weighs 20kg.

There are 6 main sumo
tournaments held throughout
the year, called ‘basho’. Kyushu
Basho is held in November in
Fukuoka over 15 days.

4. Is there
yokozuna?

2.
Is
there
anything
significant about the 15-day
length?
During a main tournament,
sumo wrestlers (‘rikishi’) only
have one bout per day. If they
win 8 bouts or more over the 15
-day tournament, it’s called a
‘kachikoshi’, which can mean a
promotion in the ranks. A
‘makekoshi’ (8 or more losses)
can mean demotion. One
exception is the ‘yokozuna’, who
can never be demoted (though
he may instead come under
pressure to retire if he starts
losing).

only

one

No, at any given time there can
be up to a maximum of four
yokozuna, or there can be zero.
5. How does one become a
yokozuna?

There aren’t really any fixed
criteria. It helps to win two
tournaments out of three and to
have a strong showing in the
third. You shouldn’t have any
obvious weaknesses and you
need to display the required
‘hinkaku’ (dignity), a vague
term used to exclude wrestlers
who might bring the sport into
disrepute from ascending to its
highest rank.

3. What is a yokozuna?

6. Are there any female and/
or foreign sumo wrestlers?

This is the sumo grand
champion, the highest rank in
sumo. You can spot a yokozuna
by the white rope that he wears
during a special ring entering
ceremony (‘dohyo-iri’). By the
way, perhaps one reason why he

Amateur woman’s sumo is
currently gaining quite a
following, but sadly, the
National Sumo Association are
sticking by a tradition which
dictates that women are
prohibited from competing in
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professional sumo or even from
setting foot on the dohyo.
However, there are many
foreign wrestlers in the
professional levels. Even with a
rule that limits the number of
foreign-born wrestlers to one
per
stable,
foreign-born
wrestlers continue to dominate
the sport. 6 of the last 9
yokozuna have been foreignborn, with four of those from
Mongolia.

7. How do wrestlers win a
bout?
The bout is over when one
wrestler touches the floor of the
dohyo with any part of his body
other than his feet, or sets foot
outside of the rope. The most
common method of deciding the
bout (‘kimarite’) is ‘yorikiri’ –
grabbing the opponent’s sash
(‘mawashi’) and edging them
out of the ring.

8. Why do they wear different
coloured belts?
The higher ranked wrestlers
seem to choose their colour
based on personal preference.

16

Sumo wrestlers also seem to be
as superstitious as any athlete as
they’ve been known to change
their colour if they’re on a
losing streak.

You can buy tickets in advance
online from the Japan Sumo
Association website.

9. What are the wrestlers
doing before a bout?

They do tend to sell out,
especially on ‘senshuraku’, so
it’s best to buy tickets in
advance, or at least go early in
the morning to buy your ticket
at the venue so you aren’t left
with only the expensive options.

They generally posture and try
to psyche out their opponent.
They perform rituals, such as
rinsing their mouth out with
‘chikara-mizu’ (power-water),
which is probably
just
regular
water – it’s not
Powerade! They
also throw salt to
purify the ring - a
sumo dohyo is a
holy place. By the
way, that roof
thingy hanging
over the dohyo is
made to look like
a Shinto shrine.

10. Okay, sumo sounds kind
of awesome. How do I go and
see it?
There are varying ticket costs
depending on how close to the
dohyo you are. There are
prohibitively
expensive
cushions down the front, where
you’re liable to get pancaked by
150kg of sumo wrestler into the
bargain. A little further away,
there are four-person booths
that you might be sharing with
strangers, who will hopefully
shout you a beer or two. There
are also cheaper seats up the
back. All offer a good,
unrestricted view of the action.
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11. Should I buy tickets in
advance?

12. ‘Senshuraku’?
that, then?

What’s

This is the word for the final
day of a sumo tournament. It
means, ‘pleasure of a thousand
autumns’.
13. What time should I go to
watch?
The preliminary bouts featuring
the lower-ranked (significantly
skinnier) wrestlers start at
around 8:30 am. There is hardly
anyone watching, and the bouts

happen in quick succession.
From around 3:45 pm onwards,
the TV coverage starts and the
highest ‘makuuchi’ division
proceedings begin, with a lot
more
time
dedicated
to
posturing, water drinking and
salt-throwing between each
bout. The days’ bouts end at
around 6 pm.

14. ‘Makuuchi’?
This means ‘behind the curtain’,
as in the past the higher ranked
sumo used to
have
a
nice
curtained-off
area
while
awaiting
their
bouts. So far 20
wrestlers from
Kumamoto
Prefecture have
been able to
reach this top
division.
15.
TV
coverage? Can’t
I just stay home and watch
the action on TV?
I would really recommend
going to the sumo in person,
even if you don’t think you’d be
interested. The atmosphere, the
experience of being there and
the very traditional Japanese
elements are something to see
and experience first-hand. You
can also watch the ‘yumitorishiki’ (bow-twirling ceremony)
which is not broadcast on TV.
It’s quite a spectacle.
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16. Can I catch a glimpse of a
famous sumo as they enter
from outside?
Yes, if you’re lucky. Join the
crowds of people camped
outside with cameras and be on
the lookout for a very tall, very
large man clopping along in
wooden ‘geta’, wearing a yukata
and
smelling
strongly of hair
product!
They
might also be seen
emerging from a
chauffeured
vehicle or the
subway – sumo
wrestlers are not
allowed to drive!

18. What
saying?

is

the

referee

In between bouts he is
announcing the names of the
wrestlers and which direction
they are wrestling from, east
(‘higashi’) or west (‘nishi’).
When the bout begins, he
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Ads! The banners contain
envelopes full of money from
sponsors, and you’ll see the
winner accept the money
immediately after the bout.
20. Why does
everyone
occasionally
throw
their
purple cushions
into the ring?
Should I do that
too?

17. How do the
wrestlers get so
big?

They eat a lot of
‘chankonabe’ stew,
drink beer and take afternoon
naps! It’s a deliberate tactical
decision - the extra weight and
size do give them an advantage.
It’s not everything though, as
wrestlers can often defeat
considerably larger opponents
using superior technique.

19. What are those colourful
banners that are paraded
around before some bouts?

shouts,
‘Hakkeyoi!’
which
means, ‘Get moving!’ He then
repeatedly shouts, ‘Nokotta!
Nokotta!’ which means, ‘You’re
still in it!’ This is to encourage
the wrestlers to keep going.

This is usually
when there is a
major
upset
victory, such as
when
a
lower
ranked sumo wins
a bout against a
yokozuna (which will also earn
him a ‘kinboshi’ gold star). In
throwing your cushion, you’re
showing appreciation by giving
up your comfortable perch for
the remainder of the day. The
house announcements do tell
you not to throw them,
presumably because someone
‘could lose an eye’, but everyone
does anyway. When in Rome…
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Clockwise from below: Giants, pop of color,
azalea by the river, shadowy azaleas
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Clockwise from left: Snow, Amakusa High School sakura,
sakura = happiness, sunny azaleas, Fukuoka nemophila, wall
of pink
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Solo Exhibition at Josuikan, Reihoku, Amakusa
By Chalice Mitchell

Before leaving Japan this summer, I
decided to have a local exhibition to
show the majority of the paintings I did
during my four years on the JET
Program. The majority of the paintings
are done in oils, which was my
concentration in graduate school. There
are several Ink-and-Brush paintings in
the traditional Japanese style, which I
studied for two years under Haruyama
Sensei here in Amakusa. The exhibition
was held at Josuikan in Reihoku,
Amakusa. Special thanks to Komori
Sensei, Kiku Sensei, Kawata-san, and
Sasaki-san for all they did to help.
My years in Japan have had a major
influence on the aesthetic and
philosophical components of the work.
Much of the subject matter is
influenced by the local people, scenery
and history. Across my time here, I
have created several bodies of work,
including landscapes of my town
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Kuratake, portraits of some of the
people I met here, and a series
exploring Christian imagery. Amakusa
has a history of Christianity and the
churches are a main tourist attraction.
My father is an Episcopalian minister
so I was inundated with Christian
imagery as far back as I can remember.
The display of the sacred male body
offered an opportunity to subvert the
paradigm of the notorious “male-gaze”.
Rubens depictions, dripping with
sensuality,
vibrant
flesh
tones,
suggestive glances and evocative
posture scream sexuality. A young
female viewer, I observed and
objectified the most sacred figure in the
religion
spontaneously
and
instinctively. This was the height of an
inversion of power, not only turning
the male-gaze upside down, but also the
hierarchy of the divine and earthly.

21

Through
gestural
paint
strokes, my paintings address
impermanence,
identity,
power
dynamics,
and
eroticism.
The
physical
properties of my paintings, as
well as the process of creating
them, echoes the crossover of
polarities. The figure literally
breaks apart, dissolves into
the background, which in turn
advances forward to overlap
the void left by the figure. The
foreground and background
are interlaced, demonstrating
the
interconnection
of
opposites. Fluidity and the
overlap of apparent opposites
are consistent elements both
conceptually and aesthetically.
This is reflected in the balance
between the representation of
the figure and the physical
properties of the materials. I
use ambiguity as a visual
device to unravel the division
of self/other, mind/body and
gender distinctions.
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Grounded in the history of
western art, I have been
deeply influenced by ink and
brush painting from Japan.
Opposite elements are literally
interwoven to convey the
underlying Zen philosophy.
This is seen in the relationship
of empty and full space; figure
and background, clouds and
mountains, ink and paper,
body and mind. I use this
tradition
in
order
to
reevaluate the division of
masculinity and femininity.
The quintessential brush
stroke in this tradition
embodies
this
coming
together of opposites. It is
simultaneously focused and
relaxed, precise yet loose, but
it is not a compromise, a
watering down of either.
These brush strokes are
confident, fresh, and bold.
They are both subtle and
powerful. They gently pack a
punch.

22

The resolute and spontaneous
brush stroke is a staple from
the tradition of ink painting.
A deft mark of the ink on the
delicate rice paper is a
signifier of the focus and
mastery of the artist. It is a
record of the ability to remain
relaxed and simultaneously
acutely
precise.
The
immediacy of the brushwork
is a means to express the true
authenticity of both the artist
and the scene depicted. In
Zen philosophy, there is no
distinction between subject
and object. The interrelation
of the viewer and the view is
an aspect that is also
reaffirmed in phenomenology.
Ideas of emptiness, transience
and the permeation of borders
delineating discrete entities
carry over into the Gutai
Movement, which literally
means
concreteness
or
embodiment and is primarily
concerned with physicality.
Having lived in the Osaka
region, where the movement
was based, I was influenced
by the act of art making that
transcends the mind/body
duality through the physical
process. Gutai allows the
process and material to
function as a physical
embodiment of the content. It
also dispersed categories in
art, entangling painting with
performance, drawing, sound,
sculpture and film.
The Gutai painters in 1950s
Japan were reacting against
religion and the twisted
versions of Zen philosophy
that were espoused during
the war. Yet when you look at
these juicy and physical
artworks, they bear a striking
similarity to the abstract
expressionism simultaneously
happening in the West, which
was influenced by traditional
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Zen
aesthetics
and
philosophy. The Gutai era
specifically
evolved
the
performative in painting,
from Yves Klein to Shozo
Shimamoto, engaging in a
dialog with Fluxus, Viennese
Actionism and Happenings.
The post-war exchange of
artistic ideas between Japan
and the United States and
Europe
facilitated
the
exchange of ideas and a
growing interest in Zen
philosophy for artists outside
of Japan.
My work re-explores the
mutual influence of east and
west, exemplified by the cross
-cultural exchange in our
current era. The critique of
power
structures
has
ramifications for both social
identity and the exoticism in
Western representation of
Eastern
culture.
It
is
therefore
necessary
to
acknowledge globalization in
a post-colonial dialog. My
experience as an American
living in Japan for eight years
influenced the color choices
and spatial balance in my
paintings and was forceful in
deepening my understanding
of where I fit in. I hovered
between two cultures, and
created a hybrid identity
through socialization and
introspection.
This
is
reflected in the tension
between the figure and the
background, in which the
foreground advances and
recedes,
creating
visual
tension and a feeling of limbo,
validating the extent to which
selfhood is contingent upon
cultural context.
To learn and see more, visit:
www.chalicemitchell.com
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Clockwise from above: Hachimangu Shrine (Minamata),
Sashiki Castle Ruins (Ashikita).
plum blossoms at Nakaoyama Park (Minamata),
koinobori flying at Minamata River
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Left: Cherry blossoms at Nakaoyama Park
(Minamata)
Top-right: Maizurujo Park (Tsunagi)
Bottom-right: Near Maizurujo Park (Tsunagi)
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Urban Japanese 101

By Joyce Tan

If all the Internet lingo you know is stuck at ‘salty’, ‘AF’ or ‘lit’, do you really consider
yourself an ALT living and breathing Japan?
Maybe you know ‘なう’ which essentially means ‘now’, but how about the many other fun and
current slang that YOUR students are using right なう?
Well, #SayNoMoreFam, I’m here to teach you the top 10 urban slangs to help you become the
coolest teacher in your school.

10. リアタイ (Ri-a-ta-i)

Student A: それマ？！ Really?

What it means: Real time

Student B: マ！マ！マ！ Yes! Yes! Yes!

How to use it: Use it like you would in English.
It can also mean to experience, to participate
etc.

6. ワンチャン (Wan-chan)

Example 1: 「そのニュース、リアタイしてるよ！」
The news program is on real time.
Example 2: 「あのコンサート、リアタイ予定！」
I’m going to be at that live concert.
9. よき (Yo-ki)

What it means: Good. It is a modern way of
using the traditional Japanese term 「よきかな」
How to use it: On its own or double it up
Example: 「H君がかっこうよき！」 H-kun is so
cool!
8. すこ (Su-ko)
What it means: Like. If you are still using ‘好き’
for everything, sorry, you’re so yesterday.
How to use it: Exactly the same as 好き
Example: 「チューロスがほんとすこ」 I really
like churros.
7. マ？！(Ma?!)
What it means: Really?
How to use it: Use it to replace 「マジ？」or 「本
当？」

What it means: One chance
How to use it: Add 「ある」 or 「ない」 to
express potential or possibility, can be used in
variations like 「ナイチャン」 (0%), 「ハンチャ
ン」(50%) etc.
Example: 「ワンチャンあの人とデートできる」
There is a chance I can go on a date with that
person
5. ふぁぼ (Fa-bo)
What it means: Favourite (to like)
How to use it: Use it on social media, in place of
‘like’ on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram etc. Can
be used in variations like 「ふぁぼった」、「ふぁ
ぼする」 etc.
Example: ふぁぼありがとう！Thank you for
liking my post!
4. ~み (~mi)
What it means: Nothing in particular, but used
to express similar attitudes to something
How to use it: Use it in place of 「い」 for
adjectives or verb (stem form) +み
Example: わかりみ I know right. I feel you.

Example:
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3. 卍 （まんじ） (ma-n-ji)

Example:

What it means: 1) To show excitement; 2) A
relation to a friend; 3) Nothing in particular

A: あの人超最低！That person is the worst!

How to use it: Use it as a suffix at the end
Example: 今日天気が良くて超卍！ The
weather is so great today!
Example: 草生える画像ください！(Show me
something funny!)
2. それな (so-re-na)
What it means: “Yes…that’s true”, it shows
deeper understanding on top of 「ううん」

B: それな！最低！Yes! He’s the worst!
1. 草生える (Ku-sa-ha-e-ru)
What it means: To laugh so hard (imagine
ROFL). In emoji, “W” is supposed to represent
laughing. When you laugh really hard and use
“WWWWW”, it seems as if you were growing
grass
How to use: Use it in place of ‘WWWWW’ or
「笑」

How to use it: Use it like how you would to
express sympathy

That’s it, these are the top 10 urban slangs your students are using. Now, go out there and be
the most オシャンティー(o-sha-n-ti おしゃれ) ALT they know!

Photos by Lara Czepera

Above: Aso
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Above: Kuma no Imasu Shrine
Below: Yakushima
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IT’S

AN

EGGSHAPED
WORLD
INTERNATIONAL ATTEMPTS AT

AMATEUR RUGBY (FOR GIRLS)
By Jenifer Vosper

L

et me start by saying that I am

not an amazing rugby player. I’m not fast, I’m
not particularly clever and I’m not even the
tallest! But I do love rugby. I had always wanted
to play but opportunities for girls were limited
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when I was a child. I finally started playing
rugby more than ten years ago at university and
while I’ve been playing I’ve really seen the
popularity of the game explode for women in
England. I think the opportunities for women
and girls to play these days are absolutely
amazing compared to just ten years ago.
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Then I decided that I
wanted to move to Japan.
Women’s rugby is a
growing game in England
but Japan? A country
where the stereotypical
“ideal woman” is timid and
demure, who values pale
white skin and manners? I
suspected I might have
little chance to play the
sport I love, despite the
approach of the 2019
Rugby World Cup.
Luckily, I was totally and
utterly wrong. When I
received my placement I
imme dia te ly s tar te d
googling to see what was
going on in the rugby
world in Kumamoto and I
was pleasantly surprised
by what I found.
Kumamoto has a very
active rugby scene that
seems to be growing all
the time and I was most
excited to find the Sweetie
Lady Bears, a team for
women and girls based in
Kumamoto.
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Once I had stopped
giggling at the team name
a nd I a r r ive d in
Kumamoto, I happily
trotted off to my first
practice. I found the
Kumamoto Sports Park no
problem and parked but
could I find the pitch?
Could I heck. Luckily I
was in a LINE group and
several of the members
responded to my pitiful
attempts to say “Help! I’m
lost!!” in Japanese.
Eventually, about 45
minutes later, I found the
pitch and joined the
practice. That was my
first lesson in playing
rugby in Japan, which
actually applies to life in
general; you may not
know what’s going on and
you may feel totally lost,
but there is always
someone ready to help you
(…and gently call you an
idiot for walking past the
pitch several times
without noticing the
team).
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There is something wonderfully comforting
about being able to immediately pitch into
something you know regardless of any
language barrier. Rugby actively encourages
communication and it’s a sport where mistakes
are always going to happen, it’s just about
dealing with whatever is thrown at you. I found
it surprisingly easy to join in with the practices
because while I couldn’t always follow the
instructions in Japanese, the drills made sense
once I saw them performed. I left that first
practice feeling the happiest I had felt in Japan
up until that point because I
was reminded that even
though we don’t speak the
same language, we can
communicate through sport
and that’s surprisingly
effective.
The Sweetie Lady Bears are
an interesting team made up
of students from elementary
school through to university,
with the odd adult thrown
into the mix. I think it’s a
sign of the growing
popularity of the sport
amongst women and girls in
Japan that the students
outnumber the adults three
to one on most occasions! Because I have quite
a lot of experience and I’m not afraid of running
into people, I’ve been lucky enough to play a
few games with the team. We don’t have a
“regular season” as such, because the teams in
Kyushu are simply too spread out to easily
allow it, but we have a tournament nearly every
month. So far my favourite experience has been
our trip to Okinawa to play in the local sevens
tournament there alongside international
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women’s teams from all over the world. It was
a fantastic experience to see top level women’s
rugby so close to home but I also had a lot of
fun with my team. We all stayed in a small
hotel together and “enjoyed” early morning
walks on the beach, ate enormous amounts of
delicious food and bought daft amounts of
omiyage.
I have also had the opportunity to help out at
the recent Kyushu Sevens tournament where
we got to speak to the Japan Sevens
Development Squad and see
some serious high quality local
rugby up close and personal.
The rugby community in
Kumamoto is quite close-knit
and I’m enjoying building
friendships with all sorts of
different people who I would
never have met without rugby.
I know that there are other
JETs and ALTs out there
playing for various rugby clubs
and I think that’s amazing. I
really want to see the women’s
game grow and develop in
Kumamoto, and I think there is
a fa nta s tic window of
opportunity available now
while excitement is building for the World Cup.
I guess my general point is that you shouldn’t
let language barriers, cultural concerns or just
general fear hold you back from trying a new
sport or activity. You never know what great
chances you could be missing out on!
If anyone wants to start to play, or dust off
their boots, please do come along. We train on
Wednesdays from 7:30 at Kumamoto Sports
Park and total beginners are very welcome.
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St. Patrick’s Day
in Kumamoto:
Caint, Craic agus Ceol
By Charles Marchant

A

fter a long, cold, depressing winter, March finally signaled the arrival of spring in Japan!

As many people across the country emerged from the warmth of their kotatsu, so too did the party atmosphere that
had seemed to join them in hibernation.
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March also marks the time when everyone
celebrates being Irish for a day: St. Patrick’s Day. I
had initially resigned myself to spending the
holiday at home, sleeping, and perhaps watching
some Irish rugby in the evening. When March 17th
finally arrived, I… did just that. BUT! One week
before on March 10th, Kumamoto City hosted its
very own St. Patrick’s Day Parade! I spent the
week before spreading the word to all my teachers
and students, showing them pictures from last
year’s parade, and promising them that they could
meet the Ambassador to
Ireland if they came! (The
Ambassador’s
presence
being the reason for
holding the parade a week
early, so she could be in
Tokyo for the big day.)
The day started with a talk
from
the
Irish
Ambassador
titled
“Ireland:
Past
and
Present” at 10:30am,
which
I
regrettably
missed, partly due to
living a two-hour drive
from the city, partly due to
my love of sleep. The parade started at 2:30pm,
and I arrived at the end of Kamitori, where the
parade was due to start, in typical Japanese fashion:
30 minutes too early. I scouted the area for other
JETs, but it seemed I was the only ALT around. I
had promised my teachers that I’d take photos and
videos to show my students, so I set about my day
job and took pictures of the gathering groups
garbed in green. Initially I felt like an outsider;
almost everyone there was Japanese, and the
Ambassador was busy chatting to St. Patrick. As
soon as I introduced myself as Irish, however, that
changed. Everyone was thrilled to meet a bona fide
Irishman, and I was thrilled to meet Japanese
people who had not only heard of Ireland, but had a
strong interest in my home country! I was
introduced to some of the other Irish people before
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the marching band began playing and we were off.
The parade, which consisted of a St. Patrick, a
marching band, an Irish dancer, a fiddler and
dozens of dogs, was a stark contrast to the usual
affair in Dublin, where the roads are closed,
thousands take part and over 500,000 people from
all over the world line the streets to watch the
spectacle. Needless to say, the Kumamoto parade
does not attract hundreds of thousands of visitors,
nor do the roads close. Instead, the route goes
through
Kamitori
and
Shimotori (so we only have
to wait for the lights to
change twice!) and the
parade manoeuvers around
signs,
stalls
and
pedestrians. Many people
lined up along the side to
watch the short procession,
(including a few ALTs!)
but sadly I didn’t spot any
of my students. Though to
be fair, I’m not sure I
would have travelled for
two hours for a celebration
of a country I hadn’t heard
of until a few months ago
when I was their age.
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Spirits were high throughout the parade, and
whenever we stopped for the lights, the fiddle
came out and we had a quick performance
from an Irish dancer. Following the parade
there was a party in Celts (where else?), which
served as a great, relaxed environment to have
a chat with fellow Irish Kumamoto residents
and Japanese hibernophiles. I got to chat with
the Ambassador and her husband, and in true
Irish fashion, I discovered that back home we
had lived not 50 meters from each other! Just
goes to show you can go halfway around the
world and still bump into a local.
Despite being such a small affair here, the St.
Patrick’s Day parade in Kumamoto left me
feeling refreshed and revitalised. The long
winter had left me tired, culturally fatigued
and homesick, so being able to enjoy my home
culture and have a bit of craic for a day was
much needed I think!
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Photos by Charles Marchant

Clockwise from top-left: Aoshima (Miyazaki),
sakura at Okadome Koen (Asagiri), raining sakura at
Okadome Koen (Asagiri), Asagiri
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Clockwise from right: Kuma River , sakur a
over the Kuma River, sakura near the Kuma
River, sakura by the river (Mizukami)
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Clockwise from top-left: River in Miyazaki, Kumamoto
Castle, sakura at sunset, Kumamoto City, sakura at
Kumamoto Castle, sakura in Kumamoto City, waterfall in
Miyazaki
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